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TRENDS IN LIBRARY APPLICATIONS
OF DATA PROCESSING
Burton W. Adkinson
"Enough has probably been written on the principles of the
punched card method and its application to library routines.*! This
statement may seem a peculiar one with which to introduce my paper,
but its particular interest in connection with trends in library appli-
cations of data processing is that it was made twenty-one years ago
by E. Carl Pratt in an article on circulation control at the library of
the University of Florida. When one considers the flood of material
on library applications with which we have been deluged since 1942,
it is easy to see that many other workers in the field have not shared
the opinion expressed by Pratt.
This conclusion is evident from the fact that even a rigidly re-
stricted selection of literature on the application of mechanized tech-
niques to library operations can produce a very sizable listing of
items. One such literature search conducted recently by the National
Science Foundation's Office of Science Information Service yielded a
27-page pamphlet entitled Bibliography of Mechanized Library Proc-
esses. ^ The bibliography includes material on acquisitions, circula-
tion control, handling of serials, selection of document copies, and
intercommunication between libraries. It deliberately excludes
material on information retrieval that is, the use of a machine sys-
tem for making subject searches. And I shall deliberately have rel-
atively little to say here concerning information retrieval. The
bibliography* does include the application of punched card techniques
and of computers to library processes such as accessions, circulation
control, cataloging, and the handling of periodicals. In time, it covers
items from 1934 to the latest issues of library journals.
The purpose of compiling the bibliography was to see whether
or not one might detect trends as reflected in the literature. The
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titles of the 155 items which are included do not immediately and ob-
viously depict trends, but by injecting observations which do not gen-
erally appear in the literature, we can venture guesses of possible
trends.
First, let me review the nature of the applications of mechan-
ization in library processes. As the sections in the bibliography
indicate, these applications occur with acquisition, circulation control,
serials handling, and cataloging. In addition, mechanized equipment
has been used to facilitate the publication of announcement media and
the selection of replicas of documents. Finally, a number of libraries
are proposing to do subject searches by mechanized means and to
provide selective dissemination of documents to users on the basis of
interest profiles. A number of specialized information centers in
government and industry already use computers and electric ac-
counting machines for making subject searches. Over fifty of these
are described in some detail in Nonconventional Technical Informa-
tion Systems in Current Use, No. 3,3 a recent NSF publication. How-
ever, none of these applications is in any of the libraries reporting at
this clinic.
What Is the Problem?
To begin with, we might note the trends that the literature indi-
cates with respect to which aspects of library operations can and
should be mechanized. Early publications generally reflect experience
in mechanizing some limited aspect of library operations, such as
book acquisition at the Library of Congress, serials handling at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and circulation control at the
University of Florida,* Montclair, New Jersey, ^ and the University of
Texas. ' Later, when the potentialities of data processing equipment
were better appreciated, its use for making subject searches was
emphasized. Much that has been published on this aspect is replete
with consideration of coordinate indexing, uniterms, descriptors, in-
verted files, Boolean algebra, and the like. Implicit in much of this
material is the idea that subject searches made by reference librari-
ans are the most important function of a library. Yet, for the systems
listed in Nonconventional Technical Information Systems in Current
Use, 50 per cent of those using punched card equipment answer fewer
than one query per day; of those using computers, 50 per cent handle
fewer than three queries per day. Making such searches is, of course,
only a part of the job done by libraries.
More recently there has been a trend toward recognizing that a
library performs many services which can best be approached from
a systems point of view. Thus machine records produced in one
operation, acquisitions, for example, can be used in others such as
cataloging, circulation control, announcement, selective dissemination,
or information retrieval. Examples of activities using this approach
are National Reactor Testing Station, 8 Lockheed Missiles, 9 Douglas
Aircraft, 10 and Sandia Co rpo ration.H Certainly this systems or total
systems approach is good. It should reduce redundant effort and re^
suit in better coordination of library functions. Consequently, librar-
ies contemplating mechanization have been returning to first principles
and studying in detail the basic input record for each item in the
library. This record contains not only information required for cata-
loging, but also that used for accounting, circulation control, future
disposal or reclassification (in a security sense), where it might be
filed on microfilm or magnetic tape, and other items pertaining to
distribution, dissemination,- and storage. Ordering information can
also be included after the fact. Ordering, itself, generally requires a
separate record because of the incompleteness of the information that
may be available at the time of ordering. It is necessary to think
through carefully exactly what items of information will be useful or
necessary before one considers how any specific processes might be
mechanized.
However desirable it is to understand the complete problem
before working on any aspect of it, care also should be taken that
such study does not become a fetish. Integrated Data Processing
(IDP) has long been the goal of commercial concerns. The desire
may be, for example, to produce a record on an employee once, and
then use this record in payroll, personnel, security, training, and
various other functions, and thereby to eliminate duplication in rec-
ords. But this, for various practical reasons, still is a long term
goal in most mechanized business data processing applications. Li-
brarians should be wary that they do not attempt to do too much at
first while overlooking other immediate and practical objectives.
Proper Use of Mechanized Equipment
The logical next topic, then, is the proper use of mechanized
equipment including computers. First, let us see what is being done
with machines.
A careful examination of the many applications described in the
literature makes it apparent that, much of the time, these machines
are being used simply as printing devices. They are "supertype-
writers" and mostly are employed for relatively little else. Most of
the applications involve recording the basic information on a punched
card so that book catalogs, accession lists, overdue document lists,
lists of items being procured, lists of items still at the bindery, etc.,
can be readily prepared and distributed to whoever needs the informa-
tion. All of these operations can be performed, and long have been
performed, by clerical personnel using typewriters.
However, I do not mean necessarily to imply that this is an im-
proper use of punched card equipment or even of computers. By
using the term "supertypewriter,* I mean to emphasize only that
mechanized equipment, used in this way, allows a librarian to do
many things that would be impractical to accomplish with clerks and
ordinary typewriters, but they are not new and different kinds of tasks.
/ The speed, ease, and economy that mechanization of library processes
permits are very important and may justify its use. The flexibility,
relative freedom from error, and other by-products are bonus items
that may even make the use of machines positively enjoyable.
Although this relatively low- level use of mechanized equipment
is sometimes looked at disparagingly, to the librarian it is extremely
useful and significant. I think that this important fact often has not
been given sufficient attention. In their zeal to apply machines in
very sophisticated operations (such as information retrieval), sys-
tems designers perhaps have overlooked good opportunities to render
, less dramatic but very real services to libraries. Some of the most
successful applications either have been these low- level applications
(e.g., list making), or they include them. Sometimes it has been only
fortuitous that it happened this way. One group that I know of designed
an information retrieval system for articles in periodicals with co-
ordinate indexing, and other techniques. Quite incidentally they noted
that a clerk was spending considerable time typing lists of periodicals
to be ordered. It was a simple matter to transfer this somewhat
trivial operation to the computer group. I suspect that this part of
their mechanization has, at least until recently, saved more time and
effort for the library staff than has the more glamorous information
retrieval system.
To repeat, I think that these relatively routine, simple activities
are more important now than some of the "Cloud Nine* ventures that
perhaps can be accomplished successfully sometime in the future. It
may very well be that the word computer itself and the unfortunate
connotation of
"giant brains* has caused us to expect too much from
computers. The French seem to have avoided this difficulty to some
extent. They generally refer to what we call a "computer* as an
"ordinateur" a term chosen deliberately so that these devices would
not be identified entirely by their ability to compute.
I have already emphasized that present library applications of
computers are indeed useful even though of a rather low intellectual
level. However, we must not ignore what needs to be done to go fur-
ther. A crude analogy is that these present day applications represent
the crawling stage of development. Other applications which are now
developing can be thought of as standing or even walking phases. We
must always be looking forward to the running stage. It is for this
reason that the NSF Office of Science Information Service supports
basic research in information sciences.
Investigations into the nature of language and how it represents
and conveys information are very important from a long-range point
of view. We feel that such experimentation is a fundamental part of
the solution of the science communication problem. It is encouraging
that some of this highly esoteric work is beginning to be applied to
specific problems. An example is the use of syntactic analysis devel-
oped by the University of Pennsylvania. However, there is a wide gap
between what is now being done and the ultimate use of this basic re-
search. We are interested in the whole spectrum of applications al-
though the emphasis at this clinic is concentrated at one end of the
scale.
Closing the Gap
The gap I refer to is that which exists between what I shall call
"computer people" and librarians. The former now generally refer
to themselves as us ystems" analysts and designers. Yet librarians
are "systems" people too, albeit concerned with a different kind of
systems analysis and design. The materials, tools, techniques, and
funds available to librarians over a period of years often cause them
to approach problems much differently than computer people would.
The computer field has evolved with quite a different set of materials,
tools, and techniques, and usually with a different attitude towards
cost.
There seems to be relatively little communication between the
two groups; however, the gap is closing. Each is learning to use the
other's language; they are becoming familiar with each other's jar-
gon. Each is learning the how and why of the other's approach to
problems. This is a two-way street. On the one hand, computer
people are learning somewhat to their amazement (and the librarians'
amusement) that, as one "machine" man put it recently, "every mark,
every space, every position, every word on a Library of Congress
catalog card means something!" On the other hand, librarians are
finding it extremely useful to analyze their procedures in the detail
that a mechanized system requires, to determine exactly what is done,
precisely how it is done, and just why it is done. Many library pro-
cedures have been improved as a result of such study even when no
actual mechanization is involved.
JI referred earlier to applications of mechanized equipment to
routine library processes. However, the analysis required to deter-
mine what processes could and should be mechanized, and how to do
this, is indeed a highly complex activity. The library processes
problem is often deceptive to computer systems people. More than
one has started on such an analysis assignment with the preconception
that it is quite a simple problem and, some months later, has come to
realize that he is just then beginning to understand the problem that
it is indeed highly complex.
I presume that librarians and computer people will continue to
share the work of analyzing library systems and of designing new
systems. It seems to me, however, that librarians must assume a
larger and larger share of this work. It is dangerous to be too depen-
dent upon computer people. It takes a long time to train one really to
appreciate the problems. Since his primary obligation is not to the
library, librarians may lose him, and this fact can seriously affect
the entire operations. I have seen it happen when too much of the
systems know-how was with the computer person rather than the li-
brarian with whom he was working. The librarian has to live with the
system; the computer person does not There's no royal road to
mechanization, but librarians would do well to see to it that systems
know-how stays on their side of the fence.
Future Challenges
Finally, I would like to review some of the major problems
facing us in the mechanization of library processes.
First, and perhaps foremost, is the need for rethinking what
must be done. Most of the items in the bibliography are concerned
with mechanizing existing processes. The real challenge perhaps
lies less in determining better ways of performing existing services
than in extending these services to solve the fundamental problem
that is, the most effective communication of information. This devel-
opment may well result in processes much different from those now
in use. I am not sure, for example, that we are making good use of
information on one-half-mile long reels of magnetic tape which move
through computing devices at seven miles per hour. It sometimes
seems foolish to use this device to print out, of all things, 3"x 5"
catalog cards. Yet this practice is now being carried on. Further,
when large capacity random access devices become practical, will
we be really prepared to use them ? I think that this possibility is
more likely because librarians think in terms of large random access
files. A card catalog is such a file. Finally, are we prepared to
readjust our thinking if costs of mechanized operations drop to 1/10
or 1/100 of their present figures?
An example of a specific problem which we face is that of filing
rules. These filing rules have been developed for humans who can be
expected to have knowledge and intelligence to understand and use
them. They are not designed for use by computers. Studies indicate
that it is essentially impossible to get computers to use these rules.
It appears that some compromise may be needed to permit retaining
the intellectual benefits of filing rules and yet take advantage of the
computer's ability to perform routine operations at high speed.
A third challenge of mechanization lies in getting useful, valid
information on information needs and uses. Obtaining data of this
kind is not now practical in libraries; however, these data can come
rather easily as a by-product in mechanized systems. It will take a
sizable effort to be able to gather the right kind of such information
and to make good use of it. Yet the effort needs to be made. One
example might be in book selection. Now a librarian will often select
according to the way in which he remembers that the users wanted
information when he was "on the desk." Better data on use and re-
quests unfilled could help him in his selection. Perhaps the machine
could do routine selection where there is adequate precedent. Inci-
dentally, one of the earliest uses of EAM equipment, 6 begun in 1941,
was concerned with gathering statistics and their use in analyzing
library requirements in Montclair, New Jersey.
Let us go back to Pratt, who in 1942 observed that "perhaps
enough has already been written on the principles of the punch card
method and its application to library routines," and then cited four
references. Analysis of the 155 items listed in the bibliography^
indicates that the cumulative amount of literature has doubled about
every four years for the last twenty-five years. There is no indica-
tion yet that it will slacken.
In summary, I am tempted to liken the evolving situation I have
been discussing to that of the ambitious camel's progressive entry
into the tent in the famous old parable. I hesitate to do so only be-
cause, in that case, it was assumed that admitting any part of the
beast necessarily was bad and that the more of him that got in, the
worse things were bound to become. With the computer "camel,"
however, as I have shown, his "nose" of the mechanization of various
clerical
-type routines already is proving immensely valuable in
library operations. It is up to people and groups like us to see to it
that his further invasion of the librarian's professional "tent" is ac-
complished in an intelligent, effective manner that will bring greater
and greater benefits rather than disaster.
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